
Preface

The objective of Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) is to recognize
the text and graphical components of a document and to extract information.
With first papers dating back to the 1960’s, DAR is a mature but still grow-
ing research field with consolidated and known techniques. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) engines are some of the most widely recognized prod-
ucts of the research in this field, while broader DAR techniques are nowadays
studied and applied to other industrial and office automation systems.

In the machine learning community, one of the most widely known re-
search problems addressed in DAR is recognition of unconstrained handwrit-
ten characters which has been frequently used in the past as a benchmark for
evaluating machine learning algorithms, especially supervised classifiers.

However, developing a DAR system is a complex engineering task that
involves the integration of multiple techniques into an organic framework. A
reader may feel that the use of machine learning algorithms is not appropri-
ate for other DAR tasks than character recognition. On the contrary, such
algorithms have been massively used for nearly all the tasks in DAR. With
large emphasis being devoted to character recognition and word recognition,
other tasks such as pre-processing, layout analysis, character segmentation,
and signature verification have also benefited much from machine learning
algorithms.

This book is a collection of research papers and state-of-the-art reviews
by leading researchers all over the world including pointers to challenges and
opportunities for future research directions. The main goals of the book are
identification of good practices for the use of learning strategies in DAR,
identification of DAR tasks more appropriate for these techniques, and high-
lighting new learning algorithms that may be successfully applied to DAR.

Depending on reader’s interests, there are several paths that can be fol-
lowed when reading the chapters of the book. We therefore avoided grouping
the chapters into sections; instead we provide a deep introduction to the field
and to the book’s contents in the first chapter.
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It is our hope that this book will help readers identify the current status
of the use of machine learning techniques in DAR. Moreover, we expect that
it can contribute to stimulate new ideas, new collaborations and new research
activities in this research arena.
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Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) aims at the automatic extraction
of information presented on paper and initially addressed to human compre-
hension. The desired output of DAR systems is usually in a suitable symbolic
representation that can subsequently be processed by computers.

Over the centuries, paper documents have been the principal instrument to
make permanent the progress of the humankind. Nowadays, most information
is still recorded, stored, and distributed in paper format. The widespread use
of computers for document editing, with the introduction of PCs and word-
processors in the late 1980’s, had the effect of increasing, instead of reducing,
the amount of information held on paper. Even if current technological trends
seem to move towards a paperless world, some studies demonstrated that
the use of paper as a media for information exchange is still increasing [1].
Moreover, there are still application domains where the paper persists to be
the preferred media [2].

The most widely known applications of DAR are related to the processing
of office documents (such as invoices, bank documents, business letters, and
checks) and to the automatic mail sorting. With the current availability of
inexpensive high-resolution scanning devices, combined with powerful com-
puters, state-of-the-art OCR packages can solve simple recognition tasks for
most users. Recent research directions are widening the use of the DAR tech-
niques, significant examples are the processing of ancient/historical documents
in digital libraries, the information extraction from “digital born” documents,
such as PDF and HTML, and the analysis of natural images (acquired with
mobile phones and digital cameras) containing textual information.

The development of a DAR system requires the integration of several com-
petences in computer science, among the others: image processing, pattern
recognition, natural language processing, artificial intelligence, and database
systems. DAR applications are particularly suitable for the incorporation of
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machine learning techniques for two factors: first, classification algorithms are
used at several processing levels, from image pre-processing to character clas-
sification; second, large collections of manually annotated document images
are available and can be used for automatic training of classifiers. As a mat-
ter of fact, in the last decades isolated handwritten character recognition has
been frequently used as a standard benchmark for evaluating and comparing
machine learning algorithms. However, besides isolated character recognition
there are several other sub-tasks that have been tackled with machine learning
techniques.

In spite of these considerations, there are several systems described in
the DAR literature that address relevant sub-tasks with manually tuned al-
gorithms without resorting to machine learning techniques. The aim of this
book is to link together the DAR research with the machine learning one. The
chapters in the book cover the state of the art in several DAR sub-tasks and
include also inspiring pointers to future research directions. The DAR litera-
ture is large and covered by several books and survey papers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
In this introductory chapter, we provide a brief guide to the DAR field pro-
viding pointers to the relevant literature and to benchmark databases. We
propose also an overview of the contents of this book: the remaining fifteen
chapters cover many sub-tasks in DAR applications providing some insights
in the current research trends.

1 DAR Applications

There are many examples of the use of DAR techniques into both commercial
and research-driven systems. Some systems have been in use (with continuous
improvements) for decades and are now widely identified as successful DAR
applications. We can split the DAR applications into two broad categories:
business-oriented and user-centered ones.

Office documents reach a total of more than 85% of the amount of new orig-
inal information stored on paper in the world [1]. It is therefore not surprising
that business-oriented applications received a great interest. In this category
we can include the automatic check processing (including both amount read-
ing and signature verification), the information extraction from forms and
invoices, the automatic document organization that involves page classifica-
tion.

One well known application of handwriting recognition is the automatic
postal mail sorting based on address recognition on envelopes. Two main
problems are addressed in these systems. First, the layout of the envelope
image is processed so as to identify the address position. Second, the address
is recognized, avoiding confusion between sender and recipient.

Among the user-centered applications we include the software tools, such
as OCR software for general purpose PCs, that can be used to process per-
sonal information originated in paper form. Other applications that received
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Fig. 1. General view of the document processing data-flow. Oval boxes correspond
to tasks approached with significant results using machine learning-based methods.
In the right part, printed, hand-printed, and handwritten instances of the word
“Wall” are taken as examples to show different processing flows related to different
writing sources

attention in recent years are related to the development of tools aimed at
improving the access to the objects in digital libraries and processing of his-
torical documents. In this context, large collections of digitized documents
are now available in Internet, to both scholars and the general public. The
information extraction from these documents (mostly book and journals) al-
lows users to retrieve information related to the cultural heritage, as well as
to identify novels and essays of interest. Further applications in this category
are the recognition of printed music score and the analysis of drawings such as
maps and cadastral maps. Recently, portable devices, such as mobile phones
and PDAs, has been considered to provide input on-the-fly for camera-based
document processing systems1.

In most DAR applications the document content is conceptually described
by means of the physical and the logical structures. The physical structure
describes the visual aspect of the document by representing the basic objects
and their mutual positions. The logical structure assigns to each object a
suitable meaning.

2 Processing Steps in DAR

A complex DAR system is organized similarly to most Pattern Recognition
(PR) systems including four principal components: pre-processing, object
1 Some recent references can be found in the Camera Based Document Analysis

and Recognition (CBDAR) workshop proceedings: http://www.m.cs.osakafu-u.
ac.jp/cbdar2005
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segmentation, object recognition, and post-processing. The pre-processing
aims at improving the quality of the images. The object segmentation al-
lows to identify the basic objects in the document. In DAR this task takes
different names, depending on the application level considered. When dealing
with regions in the page the segmentation is referred to as layout analysis (see
Section 4). At a lover processing level we deal with various objects such as
signature, word, character, and so on. The object recognition, or classification,
deals with the objects identified in the previous step. We analyze in Section 6
the various levels at which object classification can occur in DAR applications.
Lastly, the post-processing checks the results of the classification on the basis
of contextual information.

To describe with more details the peculiarities of DAR systems we depict
in Fig. 1 the relationships between the main document processing tasks. Pre-
processing operations in DAR are used in order to improve the input image for
subsequent analysis. Common tasks are de-skew, image enhancement (noise
reduction) and character thinning. Layout analysis methods are aimed at ex-
tracting the physical and/or logical structure of the document image. When
dealing with the textual parts of a document, the words are usually located by
word segmentation with low-level methods such as morphological processing
and connected components clustering. It is important to remark that in some
languages, like Japanese and Chinese, there is no word separation by spaces
as in western languages such as English. Word segmentation is required for
the recognition of printed, hand-printed, and cursive text. The subsequent
word recognition can be based either on the segmentation and subsequent
recognition of the individual characters, or on the recognition of the whole
word image as a single unit. In the former approach, based on a “divide-
et-impera” scheme, a preliminary step of character segmentation is required
and the isolated characters are subsequently recognized. In holistic word recog-
nition the whole word is considered as a single object to be recognized. In so
doing errors due to wrong character segmentations can be avoided. However,
this approach can be effectively used only in the presence of a limited dic-
tionary for instance in postal applications and check reading. An alternative
approach is based on integrated segmentation and recognition, where the two
operations take place at the same time. Graphical items are recognized with
methods similar to those applied to character recognition, whereas specific
approaches are considered for dealing with signature verification.

Important DAR tasks are also script identification that helps processing
multi-lingual languages, and font recognition that can contribute to improve
the performance of text reading. In addition to text-intensive documents, a
large group of DAR applications deals with graphical documents such as tech-
nical drawings and maps, where different recognition methods are adopted.

Similarly to other PR applications there are two principal approaches to
document analysis: top-down and botttom-up. If the broad structure of the
document layout is known in advance, then a model-driven (top-down) ap-
proach can be used. When the physical structure is not known in advance,
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Fig. 2. An MLP acting as a filter. The input is transformed onto the output by
moving the input window in raster order

then a data-driven (bottom-up) approach should be considered. In the latter
case all the objects in the image must be located and recognized in order to
identify the desired information. The peculiarities of top-down and bottom-
up approaches in layout analysis are discussed in particular in the chapter by
Beläıd and Rangoni.

In the following sections we provide a deeper analysis of the most impor-
tant tasks in DAR with pointers to appropriate chapters in this book.

3 Pre-processing

The document acquisition is the process of obtaining an electronic image of a
paper-based document. In most cases a flat-bed scanner is used, however in
digital libraries also book scanners can be considered, whereas in recent years
portable devices such as digital cameras and mobile phones are used as well.

Pre-processing operations in document image analysis transform the input
image into an enhanced image more suitable for further analysis. Image-to-
image transformations in DAR belong to four main classes [9]: filtering, ge-
ometrical transformations (e.g. skew detection), object boundary detection,
and thinning.

The filtering transforms the input into an image whose value in a generic
position (i, j) is usually a function of the input values in a neighborhood of
the point (i, j). The three main classes of filtering operations in DAR ([4],
page 3) are binarization, noise reduction, and signal enhancement. An exam-
ple of machine-learning applications for filtering is based on the well-known
property of universal approximation of neural networks, and in particular of
the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [10]. To this purpose, a trained MLP (or
other supervised classifiers) is fed with the pixels of a fixed-size sliding window
providing a suitable output image (Fig. 2).
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Thinning algorithms are needed to compute features based on the sym-
bol skeleton. The simplest approaches are based on a recursive erosion of the
object contour (for instance by using morphological operations). Other ap-
proaches rely on clustering-based skeletonization algorithm (CBSA) that is
also discussed in the chapter by Marinai, Marino, and Soda.

4 Layout Analysis

Printed pages contain various types of information (e.g. text, equations, graph-
ics, images) that should be processed with suitable techniques. Document lay-
out analysis is performed to segment the document image into regions having
an homogeneous content and to assign a meaning to the regions (Fig. 3). The
segmentation step is called physical layout analysis, and is used to identify the
geometric page structure. The logical layout analysis, or functional labeling,
assigns a logical meaning to each region generating the logical structure of
the document. Further remarks on these topics can be found in the chapter
by Malerba, Ceci, and Berardi. A layout analysis sub-task that is particularly
difficult to tackle is table recognition that is addressed in this book in the
chapter by Zanibbi, Blostein and Cordy.

4.1 Physical Layout Analysis

The physical layout analysis aims at extracting regions with uniform fea-
tures from the document. Segmentation algorithms in image processing can
be grouped into three main categories: pixel classification, edge-based segmen-
tation, and region-based segmentation. More specifically, document segmenta-
tion approaches pertain to pixel classification and region-based segmentation.

In pixel classification a label is attached to each pixel considering its color
and those of the neighboring pixels. It was initially applied to the binariza-
tion of document images (e.g. [11]) and then extended to deal with additional
classes (e.g. text, graphics, and line drawing). The regions are subsequently
extracted by removing small noisy elements, merging similar neighboring re-
gions, and locating connected components in the resulting image.

Most segmentation methods in DAR belong to the region-based family,
comprising bottom-up and top-down methods. Bottom-up approaches can
be regarded as merging methods and are mostly based on the location of
connected components, with subsequent aggregation in higher level structures.
In the top-down analysis a page is segmented from larger components to
smaller subcomponents (e.g. [12, 13]). For instance, a page can be split into
columns, in paragraphs, text lines, words and characters. Several methods
(e.g. the XY tree) are based on the computation of the projection profile by
computing the number of black pixels accumulated in horizontal and vertical
directions to identify gaps between regions in the page. Top-down methods
are usually faster but work well only for documents having a regular layout.
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Fig. 3. Example of layout segmentation. Text blocks are identified with continuous
lines. A dotted line and a dashed one identify one table region and one picture
region, respectively

Bottom-up methods are more expensive from a computational point of view,
but can deal with more complex layouts.

4.2 Logical Layout Analysis

The logical layout analysis assigns a meaning to the regions identified by the
physical layout analysis. Examples of features considered are the size of the
blocks, their mutual position, and some information on the textual parts such
as the predominant font, character size and spacing. In this book the use of the
logical classification of textual regions in a digital library context is described
in the chapter by Esposito, Ferilli, Basile, and Di Mauro.

The physical and logical analysis can be performed together [14] so as to
assign a meaning to blocks during their segmentation. In most cases this is
not feasible, since the class can be defined only after analyzing the region
position with respect to other parts of the page (or even after the reading of
its content).
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5 Text Recognition

The text recognition is executed to convert an image containing printed or
handwritten text into a format that can be understood by a computer (e.g.
ASCII or unicode). State-of -the-art OCR packages can read printed text with
very high recognition rates. However, the research on printed text recognition
is still in progress in order to deal with noisy documents and non-standard
fonts (see e.g. the chapter by Marinai, Marino, and Soda), as well as large
character sets (see e.g. the chapter by Jaeger, Ma, and Doermann and the
survey chapter by Liu and Fujisawa).

Text reading techniques can be split into two main categories (on-line
and off-line) on the basis of the input device used. The on-line recognition
uses tablet PCs as input and the text is acquired and processed in real time
when written by the user, whereas scanners are often used in off-line systems.
One significant difference between on-line and off-line systems is the nature
of the signal considered as input to the recognizer. In the on-line recognition
the signal is dynamic and represents the text drawn by the user with one
sequence of values that describes the pen position and pressure information.
In off-line processing the input signal is a raster image. The position of the
text in the page is usually unknown and should be identified by layout analysis
algorithms.

In on-line systems there are some advantages with respect to off-line pro-
cessing since the temporal information of the writing is known. This infor-
mation is helpful to segment individual characters and to identify character’s
strokes. A more subtle advantage of on-line systems is the interactivity that
is established between the user and the system. This interaction helps the
automatic training of reading systems, but is mostly important for user adap-
tation to the system (related issues of user interaction are addressed in the
chapter by Nagy and Veeranachaneni). The combination of on-line and off-line
recognition into a multiple classifier framework is proposed in the chapter by
Jaeger, Ma, and Doermann.

Some salient features of off-line reading systems are discussed in the rest
of this section.

5.1 Character Recognition

In the divide-et-impera paradigm, that is typical of several pattern recognition
applications, the text recognition systems frequently first split the words into
characters and then assign one class to each isolated object. When dealing
with printed text this approach is generally referred to as Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) that is exploited by several software tools available on the
market.

Summarizing, the character recognition process can be divided into three
main steps: 1) segmentation and preprocessing, are used to identify the char-
acters and improve the image quality; 2) classification is typically based on a
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sequential application of a feature extraction module and a supervised clas-
sifier; 3) contextual processing is adopted to check the recognition results on
the basis of contextual information such as domain-specific dictionaries.

The first patent of a system for the automatic recognition of printed char-
acters was registered in 1929 [3]. The system used electro-optical techniques
to recognize characters. There is a large literature on character recognition
and OCR with many technical papers dating back to the 1960’s. We do not
have the ambition of discussing in detail this literature. Instead, we point out
a few survey papers [3, 6, 8] and the chapter by Liu and Fujisawa in this book
that reviews the learning-based classification methods that have been applied
to character recognition.

5.2 Word Recognition

The segmentation-based word recognition cannot be exploited when the loca-
tion of segmentation points is impossible or unreliable, as in cursive handwrit-
ing. In this case one alternative is to use a holistic recognition where words
are recognized as single units. Holistic recognition is effective when dealing
with a reduced lexicon. For instance, the number of basic words required to
fill a check is limited to a few dozen (32 words are needed for writing legal
amounts of English checks [15], 30 words can be used for French checks [16]).

When the problem at hand requires a larger lexicon, then segmentation-
based reading is appropriate, nevertheless segmentation requires some feedback
from recognition. Integrated segmentation and recognition (ISR) techniques
are related to the contextual development of segmentation and recognition
modules. Two well known ISR techniques are Heuristic Over Segmentation
(HOS) and Time-Delay Neural Networks (TDNN).

In HOS a segmentation algorithm is applied to a word image to locate a
large number of candidate cutting points. Subsequently, a recognizer is em-
ployed to score the alternative segmentations generated and to find the best
character sequence. The basic idea behind this approach is to over-segment
the word in the hope of including all the correct segmentation points among
those extracted. The use of MLP for labeling valid segmentation points is
described in the chapter by Blumenstein, whereas a related application in the
field of postal address reading is discussed in the chapter by Kagehiro and
Fujisawa. In the chapter by Tulyakov and Govindaraju the combination of
handwritten word recognizers based on the HOS approach is analyzed.

Time-Delay Neural Networks (TDNN) have been initially proposed to deal
with temporal sequences. The output of a TDNN depends on its current
and previous inputs, which are delayed by one or more time units. If the
input signal is a vector of m values and we take a delay of n time units
into account, then a TDNN can be implemented with an MLP having n·
m input units ([17] page 256). TDNNs have been used for on-line and off-
line word recognition. In on-line recognition the meaning of “time” is quite
straightforward, whereas in the off-line case the horizontal axis in the window
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containing the word is considered as a temporal scale. In this book the chapter
by Beläıd and Rangoni contains a deep analysis of TDNN.

6 Classification in DAR

Classifiers trained by supervised learning are key components of many pat-
tern recognition systems and DAR systems are not exceptions. In this section
we summarize the various DAR sub-tasks that have been addressed with su-
pervised classifiers. Another important family of methods is based on unsu-
pervised classifiers whose applications in DAR are discussed in the chapters
by Nagy and Veeramachaneni and by Marinai, Marino, and Soda. Since the
book is at the cross-road of document analysis and machine learning, it is not
surprising that many chapters deal with the topics summarized below.

6.1 Pixel and Region Classification

Pixel classification (Section 4.1) can be used for both pre-processing and lay-
out analysis. Document image binarization is a simple pre-processing task
that can be performed with pixel classification. The assumption behind most
pixel classification approaches is that textual and graphical regions have dif-
ferent textures, and thus the membership of each pixel can be estimated by
analyzing a small region around it (e.g. [18]).

Region classification is used in most cases in conjunction with global fea-
tures describing the whole region to be labeled. The classification was initially
carried out using linear classifiers operating on these features according to
user-defined parameters [19]. The basic hypothesis that is exploited in region
classification is the assumption that the content of the region is homogeneous,
and consequently some general features of the whole region can be used as
inputs to a trainable classifier (e.g. [20]). The output of the classifier is a logic
role that can be associated to each region.

6.2 Reading Order Detection

The task of text reading cannot be limited to the simple recognition of the in-
dividual characters or words. Instead, the identification of the correct reading
order allows human readers to correctly understand the document content.
The identification of the correct word sequence can be extremely complex
when dealing with multi-column documents with footnotes and when figure
and tables are intermixed in the text. The chapter by Malerba, Ceci, and Be-
rardi formulates the reading order problem representing reading order chains
in first order logic formalism. In the proposed system the learned rules state
that one block “follows in reading” another block on the basis of the block
position in the page and other textual features.
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Fig. 4. Segmentation of connected strings. Supervised classifiers can be used for
both identifying and segmenting the connected characters (as in ‘5B’)

6.3 Text Recognition

In Section 5 we summarized the main features of text recognition systems.
Various chapters in this book address the problem of word and character
recognition. Liu and Fujisawa provide an updated survey of the use of learning
methods in handwritten character recognition. Varga and Bunke propose the
use of synthetic training data to improve the performance of an off-line cursive
handwriting recognition system. One important research topic is the study
of suitable techniques for combining classifiers so as to improve the overall
classification performance. The chapter by Tulyakov, Jaeger, Govindaraju,
and Doermann provides an overview of the classifier combination methods
that have been addressed in several DAR tasks and in particular in character
and word recognition.

Strictly related with word recognition is word retrieval that aims at effi-
ciently retrieving occurrences of user-defined query words. The application of
unsupervised learning to the task of word retrieval is discussed in the chapter
by Marinai, Marino, and Soda.

6.4 Character segmentation

Supervised classifiers can be used in character segmentation with two main
goals: the identification of touching characters and the location of cutting
points (Fig. 4). In the former case the classifier is trained to distinguish iso-
lated characters from pairs of touching characters (e.g. [21]) or more generally
to estimate the number of characters in a string of connected digits (e.g. [22]).
In the latter case the classifier is used for locating cutting points, i.e. the po-
sition in the word image that divides touching characters. Similarly to neural
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filters a classifier can be horizontally “moved” across the input image with
the aim of labeling the corresponding position.

When dealing with handwritten strings the segmentation points can be
located by analyzing the primitives (horizontal strokes) instead of the raw
image. This approach is considered in [23] where an MLP is used in order
to identify strokes that can correspond to cutting points. In this book the
chapter by Blumenstein proposes a neural-based technique for classifying seg-
mentation points in a cursive character segmentation algorithm.

6.5 Script Identification

Multi-lingual documents are important in particular in countries, like India,
where there are multiple scripts that can be mixed together in the same
text [24]. The script identification is a preliminary stage, with respect to the
language recognition, that aims at recognizing the script used in a fragment of
text. In some applications the identification is addressed at the page level. In
such cases texture-based algorithms can be considered. In other applications
there is more interest in the identification of the script of single words. In the
chapter by Jaeger, Ma, and Doermann the combination of classifiers with in-
formational confidence is tested, among other tasks, to the script identification
in bilingual (e.g., Arabic-English) dictionaries.

6.6 Signature Verification

The task of signature verification systems is to evaluate whether unknow
signatures are genuines or forgeries. At first one can imagine to solve the
problem with a classifier trained to distinguish among two classes: genuine
and forgery. However, several problems arise when trying to implement actual
systems. For instance, we should deal both with random forgeries (affixed
without knowing the actual signature) and with skilled ones (where the right
signature is known to the forger). These issues are discussed in the chapter by
Srihari, Srinivasan, Chen, and Beal that addresses the use of machine learning
techniques for signature verification.

6.7 Writer Identification

Together with signature verification, writer identification, that is aimed at
identifying the author of an handwritten text, is one of the oldest biometrics
used for forensic purposes. In addition to these traditional applications, writer
identification can be suitably incorporated in biometrics technology that is
being adopted in various security applications. Writer identification systems
can be either text-independent or text dependent. The former approach is the
most difficult, since any text can be used to establish the identity of a writer.
In this book the chapter by Schlapbach and Bunke presents an off-line, text-
independent system for writer identification and verification.
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6.8 Page Classification

In page classification the input to the classifier is the whole page. This task
is useful when processing large collections of documents, for instance to per-
form an automatic document indexing. Page classification methods can be
used in many application domains, such as form processing systems and dig-
ital libraries. Earlier applications concerned form classification methods that
are aimed at selecting an appropriate reading strategy for each form to be
processed. These methods often take the presence of ruling lines in the pre-
printed form layout into account [25]. Other typical classes are business letters
and technical papers [26]. In the last few years the classification of journal and
book pages received greater attention for digital library applications [27, 28].

Page classification in the domain of scientific documents is discussed in
the chapter by Esposito, Ferilli, Basile, and Di Mauro where multi-page doc-
uments are indexed by matching their first page against some automatically
learned models of document classes. Page classification for invoice processing
is addressed in the chapter by Marinai, Marino, and Soda.

6.9 Document Categorization

Page classification has some similarities with document categorization, where
documents are classified on the basis of the topic they address. Document
categorization can be obtained by taking into account the document textual
content (possibly recognized with an OCR software). The application of docu-
ment categorization techniques to PDF documents is discussed in the chapter
by Esposito, Ferilli, Basile, and Di Mauro. In some application domains it is
possible to attempt the document categorization relying on the word image
representation [29]. The latter strategy is addressed in the chapter by Marinai,
Marino, and Soda.

7 Training Data

The tuning and comparison of machine learning algorithms heavily relies on
the use of large collections of annotated data to be used to train the algo-
rithms. In particular, the recognition of isolated handwritten digits has been
considered for a long time as a benchmark for the comparison of trainable clas-
sifiers. For example the dataset “Optical Recognition of Handwritten Digits”
is hosted since 1998 in the well known UCI Machine Learning Repository 2. We
survey in this section some of the most widely used public domain databases
in the DAR field. We attempted to mention the most important datasets (in-
cluding those collected to perform competitions at main conferences), without
aiming to be exhaustive. Digital libraries are another important source of data

2 http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu/MLSummary.html
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for research in DAR. Some researchers built databases starting from widely
available data such as free DLs or web sites of main publishers (e.g. IEEE).
Examples of these datasets are adopted in the chapters by Esposito et al., and
Marinai et al.

7.1 Public Databases

The databases listed in this section have been used by different research groups
to compare the performance of DAR systems addressing several tasks. In most
cases the data are available on the Internet and can be freely downloaded for
research purposes.

UW databases

The UW databases are three document collections that have been gathered
and manually annotated by the Intelligent Systems Laboratory, at the Uni-
versity of Washington (WA) in the late 1990’s under the supervision of Prof.
Robert Haralick. The databases were distributed as CD-ROMs containing
document images and software for research and development.

The UW-III is the third in the series (it was published in 1996) and con-
tains pages of chemical and mathematical equations, pages of line drawings
and engineering drawings. There are also 33 pages containing English text
with the corresponding character level groundtruth, 979 pages from UW-I,
and 623 pages from UW-II corrected for skew, and the word bounding boxes
for each word on these pages. These CD-ROMs, distributed for research pur-
poses under the payment of a small fee, have been a reference for many years
for the research on printed text.

NIST databases

In the 1990’s the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST)
produced several CD-ROMs aimed at supporting the research on OCR soft-
ware and information retrieval systems. A fully-automated process developed
at NIST was used to derive the groundtruth information for the document
images. The method involves matching the OCR results from a page with
typesetting files for an entire book. The databases included scanned images,
SGML-tagged groundtruth text, commercial OCR results, and image quality
assessment results.

NIST’s SD-3 (Special Database 3) and SD-1 contained binary images of
handwritten digits. NIST originally designated SD-3 as training set and SD-1
as test set. However, SD-3 is much cleaner and easier to recognize than SD-1
and this fact is a limit for comparing different algorithms.
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MNIST dataset

To overcome the previously mentioned limits of the NIST datasets Yann
LeCun [30] designed the MNIST database of handwritten digits with a train-
ing set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples3. MNIST is
a subset of a larger collection of data available from NIST. The digits have
been size-normalized and centered in a fixed-size image. The database has
been widely used in the last few years for comparing various classifiers on
real-world data [30, 31].

MediaTeam database

The MediaTeam Oulu Document Database4 is a collection of 500 scanned
document images with related groundtruth information about the physical
and logical structure of the documents. The images cover a broad range of
document types including journal papers, maps, newsletters, form, music, dic-
tionaries and can be used for comparing various tasks in DAR.

Infty project

The InftyProject is a voluntary R&D organization consisting of researchers
from different universities and research institutes in Japan with the shared
objective of investigating and developing new systems to process scientific
information by computer. Starting from 2005 three datasets have been dis-
tributed5. InftyCDB-1 [32] consists of mathematical articles in English con-
taining 688,580 objects (characters and mathematical symbols) from 476
pages. The image of each object is recorded together with appropriate ground-
truth information. InftyCDB-2 has the same structure of InftyCDB-1 and
contains some documents in German and French, as well as many in English.
InftyCDB-3 is a database of single alphanumeric characters and mathemat-
ical symbols. Unlike InftyCDB-1 and InftyCDB-2, word and mathematical
expression structure is not included. The images are of individual characters
only for a total of 259,389 symbols.

IFN/ENIT database

The IFN/ENIT-database6 is based on more than 2,200 Arabic handwritten
forms (filled by Tunisian people) containing about 26,000 word images to-
gether with groundtruth information [33]. This database has been used as a
basis for a competition on Arabic handwriting recognition that is described
below.
3 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist
4 http://www.mediateam.oulu.fi/downloads/MTDB
5 http://www.inftyproject.org/en/database.html
6 http://www.ifnenit.com
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MARG database

MARG7 is a freely-available repository of document page images and their
associated groundtruth information on the textual and layout content. The
pages are representative of articles drawn from the corpus of important
biomedical journals. The database is suitable for the development of algo-
rithms to locate and extract text from the bibliographic fields typical of arti-
cles within such journals. These fields include the article title, author names,
institutional affiliations, abstracts and possibly others. Only the first page of
each article is available, or the second page if the abstract runs over [34].

IAM database

The IAM-Database8 includes over 1,500 scanned forms of handwritten text
from more than 600 different writers [35]. The groundtruth information is
provided at the word, line, and page levels allowing several types of experi-
mentations. Overall, the database contains 115,320 labeled words that have
been extracted using an automatic segmentation scheme and have been sub-
sequently manually verified.

7.2 Competitions

Besides “static” databases, that are built with significant efforts and aim at a
long term research, there are also several competitions that are run at confer-
ences and workshops in the DAR field. The data collected by the organizers
are usually available on the Internet. The format of the competitions is gen-
erally based on the distribution of training and test data to participants in
the months before the conference. The data are freely available for research
purposes, but a registration is usually required. The evaluation of the results
for system comparison can be based on three main approaches. In some cases
the participants send to the organizers the results obtained by their systems
on a pre-defined test set. In other cases the participants send the executable
programs to the organizers that compare the systems “in house”. In the last
approach the participants run their systems during the conference on new
data previously unknown.

These competitions are helpful for the DAR research not only for the test
data that are collected, but also for the development of performance evaluation
methods as well as approaches for the automatic generation of synthetic data
that are required to run these events. We list in the following some of the
most recent competitions that have been organized at DAR conferences.

7 http://marg.nlm.nih.gov/index2.asp
8 http://www.iam.unibe.ch/∼ fki/iamDB
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Page segmentation

Page segmentation is one important step in layout analysis and is particularly
difficult when dealing with complex layouts. The page segmentation competi-
tion has been organized in the last ICDAR conferences (from 2001 onwards)9.
The main objective of the competition is to compare the performance of layout
analysis algorithms using digitized documents from common publications [36].

Arabic handwritten

Starting from the experience made with the IFN/ENIT-database a series of
competitions to establish the state of the art of recognizing Arabic handwrit-
ten words has been organized at the ICDAR conference to give the oppor-
tunity to further develop methods and discuss results on Arabic recognition
systems [37].

Symbol recognition

The GREC workshop is organized every two years by the IAPR Technical
Committee on Graphics Recognition (TC 10). Graphics recognition is a sub-
field of DAR that deals with graphical entities in engineering drawings, maps,
architectural plans, musical scores, mathematical notation, tables, and dia-
grams. In the last editions of the workshop some contests have been organized
including an arc segmentation contest and a symbol recognition one10. The
main goal of the latter contest is the comparison of various methods for rec-
ognizing linear graphic symbols, i.e. symbols made of lines, arcs and simple
geometric primitives, which can be found in most graphic drawings.

Document image dewarping

In recent years the use of mobile devices for digitizing document images is
becoming more and more important. One challenging task in the processing
of camera-captured documents is the presence of page curl and perspective
distortions. The goal of page dewarping is to flatten a document image in order
to improve the recognition rate that can be achieved by state-of-the-art OCR
systems. During the CBDAR 2007 workshop a page dewarping contest has
been organized by the Image Understanding and Pattern Recognition group
at the DFKI in Kaiserslautern (Germany). A database of camera captured
documents with groundtruthed text-lines, text-zone, and ASCII text has been
provided to participants11.

9 http://www.cse.salford.ac.uk/prima/ICDAR2007 competition
10 http://symbcontestgrec05.loria.fr
11 http://www.iupr.org/doku.php?id=didcontest
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8 Concluding Remarks

In this introductory chapter we briefly introduced readers to the principal
themes in the DAR research. We also attempted to present in a uniform way
the main topics discussed in the chapters in the book that make, as a whole,
an accurate picture of the current state of the art.

We hope that this book will contribute in two ways to the research in
Document Analysis and Recognition. First, researchers in machine learning
can contribute to the DAR research by starting from the problems addressed in
this book and attempting to adopt innovative techniques previously studied in
other domains. Second, we hope that researchers already active in the DAR
field could employ machine learning techniques on several tasks modifying
algorithms that are too frequently defined “by hand” by software developers.
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